
From its modest beginnings in 2001, Realty Restoration 
has sustained an aggressive rate of expansion that has 
developed a reputation for quality craftsmanship and 
customer satisfaction. Celebrating their 10th year in 

business, success is a matter of pride for founder, David Davison. 
“Most people want to perform; they want to do a good job; they 
want to be proud of the end result,” Davison says. “We strive to 
create the kind of environment that rewards excellence and shares 
in that sense of accomplishment.”

Davison has building in his blood. He was immersed in wood 
working and construction from a very young age. His grandfather 
was a carpenter by trade, building and renovating homes. “I grew 
up under his feet and he shaped the values that our business is built 
around,” Davison continues. “Besides learning invaluable skills 
from him, I learned the importance of integrity, customer service, 
and the satisfaction that comes from delivering a quality product.”

In January 2009, Realty Restoration took the family business 
to the next generation. Davison’s son, Christopher, a registered 
architect, joined the firm. “As our company has morphed into a 
leading Design-Build firm, we have expanded into whole house 
renovations with an eye toward cost-effectiveness from day one of the 
design development phase,” says David Davison.  Realty Restoration 
can show clients their project in 3-D, due to Christopher Davison’s 
extensive experience with the BIM program, Autodesk® Revit®, 
keeping the company at the forefront of cutting edge technology. 
Coupled with Christopher’s creative eye for design and David’s pride 
in craftsmanship, Realty Restoration’s clients’ dreams are realized. 

The measurement of a successful project is centered on 
management of expectations. “When Christopher and I sit down 
with clients, we try to make sure they understand exactly what 
to expect,” he says. “Frequent, open, honest communication is 

paramount.  The relationship between us should be just as solid as 
the foundation we build their home on.”

That emphasis on customer service and satisfaction has served 
Realty Restoration well, earning the company a wide array of 
Contractor of the Year awards by NARI, including “Best in Tour” 
and “Entire House $250,000 - $500,000” in 2007, “Best in Tour” 
and “Residential Exterior Specialty” in 2009, “Residential Exterior 
Specialty” in 2010 and “Residential Exterior Specialty” Contractor 
of the Year Regional Winner in 2011. v 

David Davison is a National Association of The Remodeling 

Industry (NARI) Certified Remodeler, as well as a Certified Kitchen 

and Bath Remodeler and Master Electrician currently serving on 

the NARI Central Texas Chapter as President-Elect. Christopher 

Davison, A.I.A., holds a Masters in Architecture from Texas Tech 

University and is a member of the Austin Chapter of A.I.A. and the 

Texas Society of Architects. For more information and photos of 

their current remodeling projects, visit the company’s website at 

www.realtyrestoration.com, or give them a call at 512.454.1661.
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